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Climate Change
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Action on climate change is 
ramping up around the world

The need for low-carbon 
power has never been 
greater

Policy landscapes are 
turbulent, new market 
opportunities are being 
created



The UK is at the 
forefront of 
decarbonisation

~12% of total 
energy in the UK is 
decarbonised
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The cost to decarbonise the 
remainder of the UK energy 
system by 2050 is calculated to 
be in the region of £1 trillion by 
HM Treasury.

Despite the size of the challenge, 
progress towards the end goal is 
enshrined in UK law.

Other countries face similar or 
larger challenges and are starting 
to take similar approaches.

SMR Context – Climate Change 
and reducing GHG emissions 

• Global action on climate change is starting to 
become mainstream

• Decarbonisation of heat and transport needs to be 
addressed and is more challenging than the power 
sector

• The majority of low-carbon solutions for heat and 
transport require significant additional low-carbon 
electricity

• Today, only renewables and nuclear generate low-
carbon electricity – renewables cannot meet 
demand on their own

• Nuclear must be cost competitive – this is the 
primary requirement in our SMR design

Example; energy end-use in 
a developed nation



Modelling of global 
socio-economic 
drivers show that the 
market for SMR is 
large and growing
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There is no shortage of 
demand for reliable, secure, 
safe, low-carbon energy 
production

Renewables will play a major 
role in the future, but there is 
still a strong requirement for 
clean and dispatchable 
electricity generation

A truly global market opportunity

• Addressable SMR market is ~79GWe by 2040 (13% of total global 606 GWe market) 
• Assuming a UK developed SMR product – 50Hz grid compatibility, metric design –

scenario shown for illustrative purposes only

• Excludes: significant large Rx replacement, China, All N. America , S. America, all 
developed Asia

• This analysis conducted purely for grid based electricity production – additional 
markets exist for low-grade / domestic heat, industrial heat, off-grid / remote 
applications



A commercially 
viable SMR requires 
a commercial 
mindset • Must be commercially investible for utility 

operators (non-state backed):

• SMRs must be capable of delivering affordable 
electricity

• Must provide certainty:

• Licensing

• Manufacture

• Construction schedule

• Operation

• Must limit any ‘risk premium’ applied to 
financing

• Must be commercially investible during the 
design development
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Who is the customer?

What do they want?

How can we provide this?

(capital + total O&M + fuel + financing + decommissioning)

Power Generating potential x Capacity factor

Cost of Electricity
(£/MWhr) 

= 

Key Design Drivers for SMR

Nuclear power station 
LCOE sensitivity analysis



Addressing Cost 
and Certainty
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Novel build programme lends 
itself to novel approaches to 
project financing

This can influence the major cost 
drivers of nuclear energy –
financing and total capital cost

Certainty around a short construction 
period is essential:

• We are allowing 7 years for the first unit 
to prove the construction sequence

Learner curves will provide fleet unit 
build programme of 4 years:

• Opportunities to reduce site licensing for 
follow-on units (common design above 
seismic raft)

• 2 years site preparation and seismic raft

• 2 years ‘factory project’ of module 
delivery, installation and test

Our design is aimed at introducing 
innovative financing options / 
construction models

• We have options, such as splitting the 
project into two phases, to prevent 
allocating higher costs of capital to lower 
risk, factory delivered product

• Our construction will take place under 
cover, in a controlled ‘factory’ style 
environment

Bespoke Foundation

Earth

Aseismic bearing

Project 1: Ground works and laying the seismic mat:

• ~15% of construction cost, 2 year duration
• higher risk project due to uncertainties with site 

and ground conditions

Project 2: Module delivery, installation, and test

• ~85% of construction cost, 2 year duration
• Commons modules independent of site (insulated 

from site conditions)
• Factory produced assembly line plant and 

machinery, civil modules from civil module facility
• Assembled on-site under cover of site canopy, 

isolating the build from environmental conditions

17-09-12_Construction_final.mp4


SMR in a possible 
future energy system
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Renewables provide a key role in 
supply large amounts of clean 
electricity when the wind blows or 
sun shines

SMR can play a flexible role that 
enables renewables, energy 
storage and future energy 
vectors such as the hydrogen 
economy

In doing so, SMR will have a 
natural balancing affect on 
energy market pricing

Hydrogen (or other 
alternative fuels) can be 
produced during low 
price periods and used 
as energy storage or fuel

District heating from 
nuclear generation can 
be competitive today 
where appropriate 
infrastructure exists

Electricity will see 
increased use as a 
propulsive ‘fuel’ or 
energy storage vector



SMR Value 
Proposition
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Competitive electricity

Frequency management and 
inertia provision

Flexible energy system 
integration

Security of supply

GVA and job creation

*Subject to project specific financing

Low-carbon, dispatchable electricity available at £40-£60 
per MWh* with £1.8 Bn capital cost per unit across fleet

440MWe unit with self-sustain ‘zero power’ mode allows flexible use, 
frequency management and provision of grid inertia services

Design compatible with energy storage, hydrogen production and 
district heating; ensuring ease of integration with renewables and 

future energy systems through 60 year design life

Within capability of UK supply chain and nuclear infrastructure, 
providing an opportunity for £52Bn in additional GVA and 40,000 

new jobs to 2050, across the regions of the UK

Design development consortium with proven nuclear and infrastructure capability

http://www.laingorourke.com/
https://namrc.co.uk/
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Thank-you


